
Live up to more





A JOURNEY WITHOUT 

COMPROMISE AT THE HEART  

OF THE MAGIC OF FÈS

Located in the heart of the city of Fès, the spiritual capital of Morocco, 

and just a few minutes away from all the main tourist attractions, the 

Barceló Fès Médina is the perfect stopover to explore the city and its 

region. The hotel offers its guests all the amenities for relaxing stays, 

discovery, or even business trips.

With its spectacular views of the Medina and its surrounding nature, 

the Barceló Fès Médina is undoubtedly the perfect setting for visitors 

seeking a quality experience.



Located in the heart of the city, in close proximity to all its treasures.

The hotel enjoys an ideal location just a few steps away from the legendary old Medina of 

Fes and the main attractions of the imperial city.

Fes-Saïss International Airport: 30 min

Train station: 5 min

Old Medina: 5 min

Oued Fes Golf: 8 min

Royal Golf of Fes: 25 min

A STRATEGIC LOCATION



ACCOMODATION

- Superior Rooms pool view
- Superior Rooms boulevard view
- Superior Rooms Medina view
- Connecting Family Rooms
- Deluxe Rooms Medina view
- Suites pool view
- Suites Medina view
- Premium Suite Medina View

Barceló Fes Medina offers 137 spacious and carefully decorated 

accommodation units for a delightful atmosphere. Renovated in 2022, all 

rooms and suites have been designed with the aim of providing guests with 

a modern and pleasant environment.



Superior Rooms - pool 
or boulevard view
2 adults | 2 adults + 1 child | 2 adults + 1 child 
+ 1 baby

With an area of 25 m², the Superior Rooms are modern 

and welcoming, thanks to their quality furniture and soft, 

soothing tones. These bright rooms offer a splendid view 

of the hotel's outdoor pool or the main avenue of the city 

of Fes.



Superior Rooms Medina view
2 adults | 2 adults + 1 child | 2 adults + 1 child + 1 baby

The Superior Rooms Medina view are intelligently designed spaces of 

25m², equipped with all the necessary amenities for a delightful stay. 

They offer breathtaking views of the legendary Medina of Fes.



Connecting Family 
Rooms
2 adults | 2 adults + 1 child | 2 adults + 1 child + 1 baby

The Connecting Family Rooms are the perfect option for families in 

need of space. With an area of 25 m² per room, this category offers all 

the privacy and comfort necessary for a successful family trip. Many of 

these rooms have also been designed for the well-being of individuals 

with reduced mobility.



Deluxe Rooms Medina view
2 adults | 2 adults + 2 children | 2 adults + 2 children + 1 baby | 3 adults

This 35 m² Deluxe room is a true haven of peace, with elegant and 

refined interior decoration that creates a warm ambiance. You can 

admire the splendor of the city of Fes from the comfort of your room.



Suites pool view
2 adults | 2 adults + 2 children | 2 adults + 2 children + 1 baby | 
3 adults | 4 adults

These fantastic 45m² suites offer a perfect combination of modernity 

and comfort, along with stunning views of the hotel's outdoor pool. 

The suites include a charming seating area with a sofa bed, erfect for 

accommodating numerous guests.



“I highly 
recommend.”

Imane R.

Suites Medina view
2 adults | 2 adults + 2 children | 2 adults + 2 children + 1 baby | 3 adults

The suites Medina view provide over 42 m² of space with a spectacular view 

of the magnificent Medina of Fes. They feature a balcony, a comfortable living 

room with a sofa bed, and a spacious bathroom with a large bathtub and an 

Italian shower.



Premium Suite Medina view
2 adults | 2 adults + 2 children | 2 adults + 2 children + 1 baby | 3 
adults | 4 adults

Guests will be enchanted by this stunning 51m² suite, which is unique 

in its kind throughout the hotel, thanks to the panoramic view of the 

Medina it offers from its private balcony. This suite features a spacious 

bathroom with a large bathtub and an Italian shower.





“An Unforgettable Culinary “An Unforgettable Culinary 
Experience”Experience”
Barceló Fès Médina offers an exquisite variety of international cuisines and Moroccan specialties, 

ensuring culinary delights for every palate.



THE BISTROT
Le Bistrot at Barceló Fès Médina is the perfect place to 

indulge in Moroccan specialties and a wide selection 

of international dishes. Overlooking the main avenue 

of the city, adorned with trees and greenery, it 

provides a glimpse into the vibrant heart of Fès from 

its warm and relaxed setting.



THE FITZGERALD BAR
The Fitzgerald Bar is a lounge bar where cocktails and a wide selection 

of appetizers complement the flavors of its menu of light dishes and 

tapas. The decor of this jazz bar and its intimate design make it the 

perfect place for guests seeking an intimate after-work experience.



THE SNACK BAR
Located facing the outdoor pool of Barceló Fes Medina, the snack bar 

offers a variety of light dishes for a relaxing moment by the poolside.



SPA AND 
WELLNESS

- 2 traditional hammams

- 3 treatment cabins

- 1 fitness room

- 2 dry saunas

- 1 relaxation room

- 1 beauty salon

The Spa at Barceló Fès Médina offers a stimulating relaxation 

experience with its selection of beauty and wellness treatments. 

It provides residents and non-resident guests with a range of 

facilities, including:





EVENTS
With a total area of nearly 300 m², the co-meeting section of the Barceló Fès Médina provides a spacious 

conference space with fully equipped and modular rooms that can accommodate up to 300 people. 

Barceló Fès Médina also offers a dedicated professional team to ensure the smooth running of events.

Provided services:

- Customization of themed events

- Sound system

- Technical assistance and installation

- Provision of notepads, pens, water bottles, flipcharts, and data projectors

- Coffee breaks and customized cocktails

- High-speed internet connection

- Translation booths (on request)

- Entertainment (on request)

- Booths (on request)



Batha

Batha + Zalagh + 
Ouazzane in plenary: 

Fès + Andalous: 

Zalagh

Ouazzane

Fès

Andalous

Volubilis

Barceló Fès Médina offers 6 meeting rooms:

Note that the following are modular rooms offering the possibility of opening 
them on one another:
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
- Laundry service (extra charge)

- 24-hour reception

- Guest Experience service

- Private parking

- Transfer to/from Fes-Saïss Airport (extra charge)

- Wi-Fi

- Transportation service (extra charge)

- 24-hour room service

- Minibar on-demand



AWARDS AND 
RECOGNITIONS

“This hotel exceeded all 
my expectations. I highly 
recommend it to anyone 
looking for an exceptional 
stay experience.”

Youssef L.
2019  |  Certificate of Excellence

2020  |  Safe Travels Certification

2020 | TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence

2018  |  TripAdvisor Travellers’ 
               Choice Awards

Tripadvisor

For compliance with international safety 
and health standards.

In recognition of the quality of service.

Ranked among the top 10 hotels in Fes.





Barcelo.com


